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VIENNA: Rollercoaster talks in Vienna
towards a nuclear deal entered a 14th
day yesterday with still no end in sight,
as Iran accused the West of back-track-
ing and Washington said it was prepared
to walk away.  Yesterday’s morning
deadline to present the deal to the
Congress appeared to have been
missed, doubling the time for US law-
makers to review the accord-if it can be
reached-to a potentially risky 60 days.

“Unfortunately we have seen changes
in the position and excessive demands...
by several countries,” Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said late
Thursday after praying at a Vienna
mosque. Each of the nations in the
group “have different positions which
makes the task even harder,” Zarif, who
again met US Secretary of State John
Kerry yesterday morning, told the Iranian
television Al-Alam.

Web of sanctions 
The mooted deal with the P5+1

group-Britain, China, France, Germany,
Russia and the United States-is aimed at
preventing Iran from developing a
nuclear bomb by scaling down its atom-
ic activities. In exchange, a painful web
of sanctions-”the most indiscriminate
imposed on any nation in human histo-
ry,” Zarif wrote in the Financial Times this
week — would be gradually lifted.

On Thursday, following a meeting
with his counterparts from France,
Germany and Britain, Kerry said that he
would not be rushed into a deal but at
the same time that he would not negoti-
ate “forever”. “If the tough decisions
don’t get made, we are absolutely pre-
pared to call an end to this process,”
Kerry told reporters.

Kerry stressed negotiators were
focusing on the quality of the deal,
which “has to be one that can withstand
the test of time”.  “It is not a test of a
matter of days or weeks or months. It’s a
test for decades,” he said. The current
effort to alleviate international concerns
about Iran’s nuclear program-first
revealed by dissidents in 2002 — began
in  2013 after moderate Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani took power.

In November that year Iran and the
powers agreed an interim deal under
which Tehran froze parts of its nuclear
program in exchange for minor sanc-
tions relief. Two deadlines last year-in
July and November-to turn this into a
final accord were missed, but in April
in Lausanne, Switzerland the parties
managed to agree on the main out-
lines of a deal. 

Armies of experts 
Armies of experts have made huge

progress on some of the thorniest issues
needed to turn this framework into a
complex final document of possibly up
to 100 pages long. The main text and
five complicated technical annexes are
all but written, diplomats say. “The text is
done. It’s already there. It’s a matter of
yes or no,” EU foreign policy chief
Federica Mogherini told CNN on
Thursday.

“We are very close, but if the impor-

tant, historical decisions are not made in
the next hours we won’t have an agree-
ment.” But there are still gaps, and diplo-
mats say that the remaining differences
can only be decided at a political level.
Iran’s demand that a UN arms embargo
be lifted has thrown a spanner in the
works in recent days. Western nations
have baulked at the idea, as Tehran is
accused of fomenting violence in the
Middle East.

But Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov, speaking from Russia, threw
Moscow’s weight behind Tehran on
Thursday, saying Moscow was “in favor of
lifting the embargo as soon as possible.”
And an Iranian official, who asked not to
be identified, said Beijing had also
backed Tehran’s demand, adding the
easing of the UN embargo is a “require-
ment”. He insisted, however, that “a com-
prehensive agreement is within reach. It
just requires people to abandon unnec-
essary or illusion objectives”. — AFP 

Iran lashes out 
in nuclear talks 
Deal enters 14th day with no end in sight 

VIENNA: Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif gestures as he talks to jour-
nalist from a balcony of the Palais Coburg hotel where the Iran nuclear talks are being
held. — AFP 

TEHRAN: Tens of thousands marched in
Tehran yesterday in annual Quds (Jerusalem)
Day demonstrations in support of Palestinians,
but Saudi Arabia this year joined arch-foe Israel
as the target of protesters. President Hassan
Rouhani attended but did not speak at the
main rally in Tehran, which coincided with
seemingly deadlocked nuclear talks between
Iran and world powers led by the United
States. Large demonstrations were also
expected in Iraq and Lebanon to mark the
annual solidarity day inaugurated by Iran’s rev-
olutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini. While Iran does not recognize
Israel’s existence, and supports Palestinian mil-

itant groups that fight it, Saudi Arabia’s bomb-
ing campaign in Yemen drew anger.

The crowd in Tehran chanted “Down with
US, Israel and the House of Saud,” and carried
placards that declared “Zionist soldiers kill
Muslims” and “the Saudi family will fall”. While
the ongoing nuclear negotiations in Vienna
are at the forefront of Iranian minds, the talks
were only a backdrop to the procession in the
capital. Iran’s relations with Saudi Arabia have
sunk in the past six months since the Sunni
kingdom began a bombing campaign against
fellow Shiites in Yemen. Tehran also accuses
Riyadh of backing Sunni extremists in Iraq and
Syria, including the Islamic State jihadist

group, known here by the derogatory Arabic
acronym Daesh. A giant stick puppet dubbed
Daesh, was carried through yesterday’s Tehran
demonstration, with the words “Saudi’s doll”
written on it. It was later burned along with
American, Israeli and British flags, a common
gesture at public demonstrations ever since
the Islamic revolution of 1979. Iran prides itself
on its support for the Palestinians against
Israeli occupation and state media screened
the Tehran demonstration live and also aired
footage of rallies in Mashhad, Isfahan and oth-
er Iranian cities.

Using the Quds Day hashtag, supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei tweeted: “There

are two sides in oppression: oppressor & the
oppressed. We back the oppressed and are
against oppressors.” Posters showed Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Saudi
King Salman and US President Barack Obama
in flames. And at a mock checkpoint, several
men and a woman dressed in Israeli army uni-
forms shouted at people who wanted to pass
and pushed them back, threatening them with
batons and guns. “We are all here to see the
freedom of Quds. The people of Palestine are
oppressed and their lands occupied,” said
Ahmad Moghadam, a 67-year-old clerk. “We
stand behind Palestine until its people are
freed.” — AFP 

Saudi joins Israel as target of protests

Young, unemployed Gazans 
hope to find work in Israel

GAZA-ISRAEL BORDER: From his Spartan room in the Maghazi
refugee camp in the Gaza Strip, 18-year-old Abdalla Al-Haddad could
glimpse a narrow chance at a better life: it was less than a mile and a 3-
1/2-metre fence away. So on a chilly night in February, he and a friend
made a dash for it, scrambling over the heavily secured steel and wire
barrier that separates Gaza from Israel.

“I was not thinking,” he told Reuters, back in the three-room home
he shares with 11 family members. “Ten minutes after we jumped, illu-
mination rounds were fired, there was a lot of gunfire and we were sur-
rounded by Israeli army forces, who arrested us,” he said. He spent the
next three months in an Israeli jail. “I was desperate because there is no
work in Gaza,” he explained, describing his daily life as sleeping and
playing football, with little prospect of finding a job.

While it is by no means a mass phenomenon, a rising number of
Palestinians are trying their luck at jumping the fence from Gaza into
Israel. Barely a week goes by without a report from Israeli security
forces of another attempt. The Israeli military says it has caught 130 in
the past year. It won’t provide comparative figures, but the anecdotal
evidence from Gazans and organizations that monitor the trend is that
numbers have been climbing steadily.

Devastating hit 
Poverty and the lack of prospects in Gaza are driving young people

to take ever-greater risks. That is particularly true after last year’s war
between Israel and Hamas, in which the economy and infrastructure
took another devastating hit. In May, the World Bank said Gaza’s econ-
omy was in the worst state in the world, with the world’s highest
unemployment rate at 43 percent, rising to nearly 70 percent among
20-24 year olds. Those figures do not fully express the human toll for
1.8 million residents confined to an area of 160 sq km, unable to leave
without permits, its report added. Palestinians in Gaza, unlike those in
the West Bank, are not permitted to work in Israel, which stopped issu-
ing work permits to Gazans when the strip fell under control of Hamas,
designated a terrorist group by the United States and European Union.

The lure of work is strong. A day’s labor on a construction site with-
out a work permit in Israel can pay around 250 shekels ($66), according
to Israeli watchdog Workers Hotline. In Gaza, it would be a fifth of that.
But jumping the fence comes with huge risks. Israeli law allows punish-
ment of up to 5 years in jail forunarmed infiltration across its borders.
Crossing with a weapon risks up to 15 years in jail and crossing with a
firearm or explosives can carry a life sentence.

‘One big prison’
An Israeli military officer in the Gaza Division said most border-

jumpers are unarmed teens looking for work or to escape family hard-
ship. For some, jail may be more appealing than life in Gaza, with three
meals a day and a chance to study. “Sometimes they cross with a knife
or a grenade in their pocket, they don’t come with the intent of doing
anything with it, they cross the fence, raise their arms and show you the
grenade so that the sentence they get will be higher and they spend
more time in jail,” the officer said. According to the Israeli Prison Service,
50 Gazans are currently in jail for crossing the border. The average
prison term is 11 months, an Israeli justice official said. Hamas has its
own reasons for trying to stop them and has increased security along
the border, according to Hamas interior ministry spokesman Eyad al-
Bozom. The fear is that some of the fence jumpers will be pressured by
Israel into becoming collaborators - supplying intelligence on Hamas.

Acknowledging an increase in the numbers over the past two years,
Bozom said most of those stopped on the Gaza side are aged 17 to 25.
“They have poor education and believe life across the fence will be bet-
ter,” he said. Israel enforces a 300-meter no-go zone on the Gaza side of
the fence, an area where dozens of Palestinians have been shot and
wounded by Israeli gunfire this year.— Reuters 


